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Administrative snags slow hazardous waste cleanup
By Greg Brooks
Soocial to the Daily
South Bay cleanup efforts have been
hampered by gaps and overlaps in state and
local enforcement powers and jurisdictions.
The overlap is affecting cleanup at 91 of
the 126 industrial sites in Santa Clara Valley
Investigated for hazardous waste contamination since January.
The Lorentz Barrel and Drum Company,
for example, has been giving state and local
agencies problems for years.
"Lorentz has done a lot of bad things,"
said Peter Jones, program manager of the
San Jose Fire Department’s Hazardous
Materials Program "The company has

stored chemicals improperly, illegally discharged into the sewers, and violated numerous other regulations protecting groundwater."
The company, which is located about 300
yards from Spartan Village, was under a
temporary restraining order last July but
was allowed to re-open in August. Spartan
Village is an off-campus housing facility for
SJSU.
Although both state and local agencies
are involved in cleanup efforts, they do not
have equal enforcement powers. Local governments have ordinances that provide for
spills and cleanup, but they are pre-empted
by the state.

"We have no authority," Jones said, "unless the state were to absolutely refuse to do
something. We use the state’s guidelines in
advising companies as to what they should
do. Many companies, like Lorentz, don’t appreciate our requests because they know
local agencies don’t have jurisdiction."
In addition, many cleanups are delayed
because local agencies do not have enforcement powers.
"It would be far simpler if our agency
had single-agency authority," Jones said.
"Sometimes assumptions are made on our
part in good faith, and the state comes along
and says, ’No, we didn’t mean for you to do
that,’ despite the fact that they agreed not to

be involved. The state must approve everything we do."
There has only been one company that
has gone to court for noncompliance of South
Bay hazardous waste ordinances. The owner
of the San Jose Surgical Supply Company refused to comply on the basis of principles,
according to Jones.
"Many smaller companies really believe
they don’t have to comply simply because
they are ’Jimmy Smith,’ or whoever," Jones
said. "That is how the the Surgical Supply
owner felt, so we went to his place of business, and he ran out, left the state. He was
avoiding i.(Pe of 990."

The Department of Health Services and
the Regional Water Quality Control Board
are the two state agencies most involved with
groundwater contamination in the Santa
Clara Valley. Currently, the regional board
takes the lead or initiates action for cleanups
when the guilty party is identified and will
take action The federal Environmental Protection Agency and the state Department of
Health take the lead when the identified party
is not taking action
When all three agencies are involved on
one site, they may have different standards
and approaches to clean up, which leads to
another gap in the process
continued on page 3

Decision due
on new rates

Dancing for fire

All-day rentals explored

Members of the Azteca Indian group perform a fire dance
In the Men’s Gymnasium Saturday. It was part of the In-

Mie Schneider -- Daily Mart p’ -.igrapner
dian Pow Wow, coordinated by the Anthropology Department, which attracted about 300 people.

Committee to review radio station move
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
KSJS will supply the Student Union Board of
Directors with more information this week about
its proposed move from Hugh Gillis Hall to the
SAL
The SUBOD house committee asked for further information after receiving the second request for space in the S.U. made by Joel Wyrick,
KSJS general manager, and adviser James Lull.
"I’ve finally talked to all the other California
State Universities and asked them where their
radio stations were held," Wyrick said. "It was
just getting general information to see what else is
going on in some of the other schools."
The house committee asked for more infor-

mation on the possible locations for KSJS inside
the S.U., where the money for the move would
come from and the ability of KSJS to pay some
kind of rent or make some kind of compensation
for the room.
Wyrick said that the information should be
completed by Wednesday.
The space request was made because Wyrick
and Lull feel that the station’s current location is
too small and does not give KSJS enough exposure
to students.
Wyrick said that most CSU universities have
their radio stations in separate on-campus buildings and not in student union rooms.
Two California universities not part of the
CSU system do have radio stations inside student

union buildings, he said.
Wyrick said that KSJS would pay for the move
and that the Music Lounge and the Montalvo room
"still look like the best answer."
The Music Lounge would become the on-air
studio and the Montalvo Room would become the
record library.
The committee also wanted information about
the hours that the S.U. had to be accessible to disc
jockeys and how restrooms could remain open
KSJS broadcasts 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and DJs would need access to the S.U. if the
station was located irside.
"I don’t think it would make much of a problem." Wyrick said. "Campus Police come in and
continued on page 3

Date set to disburse financial aid checks
By Antoinette Fleshman
Daily staff writer
An additional financial aid disbursement date is scheduled for Dec.
16 to pass out remaining checks for
this semester.
Originally, Dec. 11 was the final
date to pass out checks.
"This (Dec. 16) will be kMd of a
clean-up group. The checks that
would be disbursed at that final disbursement are students whom we are
waiting for their documentation with
the Pell Grant," said Don Ryan, director of Financial Aid Student Services.

"We haven’t been able to request
the checks up until this point of time
because their folders. . their documents weren’t complete," Ryan said.
He said the Financial Aid Office
is finally caught up on the back log it
had at the beginning of the semester.
"Everything that was received in the
office and everything that’s complete
has been processed."
There was a problem in the beginning of the semester with late financial aid check disbursements because financial aid changed to a new
computer system and schools nationwide received the Pell Grant pay-

ment schedules late, Ryan said
Having the additional disbursement avoids having to conduct a
manual disbursement which is much
more time consuming and would
delay students getting the checks,
said Ron Humke, assistant director
of Financial Aid Student Services
"It works but it’s slower,"
Humke said of the manual process
"You have to type the checks (and
check the files> rather than have the
computer do everything."
Students have extra time to turn
in remaining documents necessary
so financial aid can consider appro-

val of a check or a loan. "(For example, financial aid may be waiting for)
a copy of (a student’s) 1010 tax form
or a financial aid transcript from another school or some kind of verification that we needed in order to continue the processing," Ryan said.
"Once we get the documentation,
we have to review it, make sure everything’s complete, we’ve got to put
it into the computer, the computer in
turn has to prepare the checks
That’s a lead time of at least a week
for us to get it into the computer
Normally students have to get all
continued on page 3

By Tyrone van Hooydonk
Daily staff writer
The Student Union may eliminate the option to rent rooms for
fewer than four hours at a reduced
cost and only have all -day rates.
The S.U. Board of Directors finance committee will recommend
today that SUBOD approve single
rate rental charges.
"If we just stop the four hours
(rates) it would simplify the rate
schedule," said Adrienne Robison,
S.U. scheduling coordinator. "I can’t
see much benefit in having two
rates."
Robison said that many renters
use the rooms more than four hours
and a single rate will increase total
revenue. The S.U. would not lose
business with one rate, she said.
"Room charges are very reasonable," Robison said. "They are
real cheap. They are many, many
times cheaper than any hotel."
The S.U. currently charges 940
for fewer than four hours in the Pacheco and Montalvo Rooms and $60
for all day.
The four hour rate is 960 and the
all -day rate is 9100 for the Almaden,
Costanoan, Guadalupe and Pacifica
Rooms and the Council Chambers,
The Music Room and the Umunhum Room go for $100 for fewer than
four hours and $150 for all day.
The Loma Prieta is $200 for four
hours and $300 for the entire day.
The entire S.U. Ballroom costs
9300 and $450.
Rented rooms can include, at no
charge, two microphones, screens,
an overhead projector, slide projector and a portable blackboard.
The finance committee also
wants to change the rates for off-

’A year ago at $55 we
would be creating a
little extra income.’
Ron Barrett,
S.U. director
campus groups that use the S.U. after
aormal operating hours.
The old rate is 955 per hour. The
aew all -day rate for after hours, summers and holidays is 93.00 per person
with a minimum of 200 persons required.
This charge includes room costs,
building manager costs and air conditioning, said S.U. Director Ron
Barrett
Robison said the change will simplify selling conference business and
meet S.U. expenses.
"Our feeling was a year ago at
$55 we would be creating a little extra
income for ourselves," Barrett said.
continued on page 3

Donations not in vain
for Stanford blood drive
B , Aaron Crewe
Assistant city editor
With one less day to donate,
blood drive officials are hoping to
equal or surpass September’s record of 392 donations. Sponsored
by the Stanford University Blood
Bank, the SJSU holiday blood
drive started yesterday morning.
Every holiday is an imp rtant
time for blood donations because a
lot of people get in car accidents
and need blood, said Rhoda Burns,
supervisor of blood donor recruitment at Stanford. Christmas and
New Year’s Eve are two of the
most important holidays when
blood is needed, Burns said.
"More blood is used and fewer
people donate and that’s the
problem," she said.
This blood drive is important
because the red blood cells can be
when the
used for up to 35 days
spirit of the holidays is at its highest.
The drive is in the Student
Union Umunhum Room from 10
a.m. to 4 p m Thursday will be the
last day to donate.
Stanford has been running
blood drives at SJSU for five
years. The blond will be used at
the Stanford University Medical
Center and at the Children’s Hon

pital at Stanford
After a poor start at September’s five-day blood drive, SJSU
students revealed their veins in
record numbers and set a fall donation record of 392. This semester’s drive is for four days.
Burns said she is afraid not
many people will donate because
many donors are leaving on vacation.
"We’d like to have each day
be productive,’
Burns said.
"We’re hoping the weather
doesn’t hamper people’s willingness to donate."
Besides getting free juice and
cookies, each donor will receive
two tickets to a Stanford basket
ball game."But we can’t guarantee the team will win," Burns
said.
SJSU chemistry junior Ian
Abbott donated a pint of blood yesterday afternoon but said he didn’t
do it for the free basketball tickets
"It only takes 30 to 45 minutes.
Is someone’s life not worth that?"
Abbott asked.
Donors must weigh 110
pounds. be from 17 to 65 years old
and tw in good health. They can
donate up to five times per year,
at eight -week intervals
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Integrity needed in rape portrayal
A recent television movie, "Silent Witness" depicted
the fictional trial of three men suspected of gang rape.
During the course of the trial the defense lawyer continually harassed the victim about her alcoholism and mental illness. The lawyer persuaded the jury that the woman
was drunk at the time of the rape and therefore left herself open to sexual advances.
California slate low makes this line of defense illegal.
A rape victim’s past cannot be used as evidence against
her unless she has a history of extreme sexual promiscuity. But a rape victim who is unaware of her rights might
be deterred from reporting the crime after viewing such
harsh treatment. This type of media portrayal perpetuates society’s attitude that a victim sexually provokes the
rapist into committing the crime.
When dealing with an issue as sensitive as rape, television programmers should strive for realism rather than
ratings. The media reflect and shape this country’s values. Many stereotypes have become intrinsic to our culture with the help of repeated false characterization in
television and movies.
Research indicates that almost half of the rapes in the
United States go unreported. Victims are often too humiliated to seek legal action, said Delinda Rounsville, a counselor at the San Jose Women’s Alliance.
Television programs should be more sensitive to a
rape victim’s fragile psychological state. "Silent Witness" and shows of its kind might confirm a victim’s fears
that she is the criminal. A woman may continue to suffer
in silence rather than face society’s ridicule.
This silence is not only detrimental to a victim’s mental health, it hinders the judiciary’s attempts to protect
her rights and increase the number of rape convictions.
Many people who deal with rapists and their victims believe that increased convicticrz will lower the general incidence of rape, Rounsville said.

Anne
Gelhaus
"The only way the legal system is going to change is
by victims speaking out, ’she said.
In one landmark case, a rape victim sued her landlord on the grounds that her apartment was unsafe,
Rounsville said. After her rape, the woman discovered
that the previous tenant had also been assaulted. Both
times, the rapist entered the apartment through a window
with a broken lock. The woman won her case.
The media need to take cases such as this into consideration before airing shows that deal with rape. Most television programs are now designed to increase public
awareness that rape is a violent crime and not a sexual
act, Rounsville said. Talk shows feature interviews with
victims and psychologists, and David Soul recently
starred in another television movie as a convicted rapist
who was rehabilitated through a prison support group,
she said.
The media should not assume that one responsible
show cancels out one dramatization. Emotions sometimes speak louder than facts.
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loans to buy stereos, and now Chief of Staff Donald
Regan, who thinks women aren’t interested in U.S.-Soviet
arms matters.
Sometimes it seems to me the only sensible voice in
Reagan’s camp is his dog, Lucky. But Lucky has been
banished to the ranch in Santa Baraara. If my dog. Bill.

Letter Policy

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
Bring them to the Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall or to the
Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The editorials and opinions expressed are the those of
the Daily staff and the auth.. s.

ever gets together with the terrier up the street, twill personally send the pick of the litter to the White House for
the good of the nation.
3. Why doesn’t Tatum O’Neil walk John McEnroe on a
leash? In Australia for a tournament this week, McEnroe
reportedly shoved a photographer and spat on him when
asked if he will marry O’Neil. What are Australia’s leash
laws, I wondered. Unfortutatc!,y, my editor wouldn’t authorize a phone call Down Uncl-.r to find out.
4. Why aren’t they making cartoons the way they used
to? When I was a tyke, they had classics. I’m talking
Gumby, Bullwinkle, Sherman and Mr. Peabody, Foghorn
Leghorn the list was staggering.
Nowadays, the Japanese are doing all the animating,
and youngsters are forced to watch the crude, block figures of He-Man and the Go-bots. The Japanese make fine
cars and stereos, but when it comes to cartoons, forget it.
Suggestion: President Reagan should enact immediate
and costly import tariffs on all Japanese cartoons, and
Bullwinkle and Rocky shordd patch up their differences
and come out of retirement

Letters to the Editor
Daily generates journalistic garbage
Editor,
It has never ceased to amaze me in the five years I’ve
studied here the incredibly arrogant and one-sided individuals who are chosen to write for the Spartan Daily.
Even more predictable is the content of subject matter,
and repetitive political cartoons that illustrate the paper.
Who wants to take the responsibility for this third-rate, Ftroop, Leave-it -to-Beaver journalistic rehash you call a
paper? Come forward if you have guts.
The editor and staff’s constant struggle to be like the
big boys ( Berkeley Barb, San Jose Mercury, Pravda )
ends up a fog of left-wing, passive views that border on
outright political activism. .Why?
I can just see all of the Daily writers waiting anxiously to be discovered by a major paper in hopes of furthering their slanderous journalism . . "Oh, please, Mr.
Mercury, I’m a terrific writer, just look at this article I
wrote on the horrors of the American government. I
really gave Ron the shaft."
Well, don’t hold your breath guys, there are plenty of
your bleeding-heart kind around, out there looking for
jobs as journalists. . until that time, listen up!
How dare you use this paper as a vehicle for your political views? I’m talking to you, Hansen, Carroll, Wenstrom, and the rest of the Daily’s amateur staff.

It’s about time you start publishing a paper that reflects the views of the school’s students, not a small group
of wimps. Publish a paper that’s informative, not opinionated and slanderous. Try being responsible journalists
instead of hot-headed college flunkies out to stir up civil
disobedience.
If you can’t measure up to responsible journalistic
standards, then please remove yourself from this college
newspaper. Give us a paper to be proud of. The current
condition of the Spartan Daily is unfit to be used for the
bottom of a bird cage.
Eric Shuster
Industrial Management
Senior

America does have Christian values
Editor,
Mr. Lewellen should receive an award for yellow
journalism (Nov. 19, "Misnomer: Students For America") ! Students for America is not an evangelical Christian group! lam not a Christian, lam a Muslim, and lam
proud to be a member of Students for America!
I am not an ROTC member, I am an engineering student who wants to inform every American that America
needs you, no matter what your race, religion, or ethnic
background is! lam not in a fraternity or sorority but yes,
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I am a ’campus conservative’ !yr...muse I don’t want murderers, robbers, kidnappers, arid rapists strolling happily
in the park!
Mr. Lewellen, what is so militant about patriotism?
Don’t you have any love i r your country? And what is
wrong with Judeo-ChristiLn values? You don’t know it,
but you believe in them yourself, for most American laws
are Judeo-Christian laws! America is a Christian country, Mr. Lewellen, because her basic laws are Christian
laws. Killing, stealing, raping, etc. are forbidden in Christianity and illegal in the United States.
Have you forgotten that Christmas is a legal holiday,
that you must put your hand on a Bible in Court, and that
American currency says, "In God we Trust"? Why should
Students for America change ill: name just because you
don’t know what you’re talking shout?
Talzoon Shakir
Junior
Civil Engineering

Piano’s sound more important than cost
Editor,
As much as we appreciated your front-page article
(Nov. 19) on the Dulcken fort:,n’ano, made for the Ira F
Brilliant Center for Beethoven Studies, the headline was
in error.
The fortepia no is a gift to the Beethoven Center and to
San Jose State University from Mr. and Mrs. Brilliant in
memory of their daughter, Maxine Brilliant.
Second, the most important point about the piano is
not that it cost the Brilliants $12,000. Surely a more suitable headline for the article could have been found than
this materialistic one. While it is natural to be curious
about the material value of things, such information can
go elsewhere in an article. The important point is that
now we have a piano on car-,r1.1 that sounds like the piano
that Haydin, Mozart and Bee’hoien heard and had in
mind when they wrote their pia mink.
Bill Meredith
Director
Ira F. Brilliant Center for Beethoven Studies

Professor dictates ’distorted morality’
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Miscellaneous thoughts on TV and the president

"This is pathetic," I moaned to my colleagues in the
newsroom the other day. "I’m a man without opinions!"
Let me rephrase that. I’m a man with half-opinions
and semi -thoughts. This sad state of affairs came about
slowly, but surely over the course of several weeks.
After five of these opinion pieces, I find myself empty. . spent. . . a shell of my former self, which was still
basically a shell, but not so you would notice.
But don’t panic out there! I still have a few rounds of
ammo left to keep this column going yet. For instance. . .
1. What’s happening to "Hill Street Blues"? Once the
best show on television, it is now only pretty good. The
writing has been hit-and-miss for the past two seasons.
The only real bright spot this season has been the addition
of Lt. Buntz (Dennis Fr anz ). This guy gives sleaze a good
name again. Let’s see more of Buntz and a lot less chases
through the Hill’s alleys, which have become a tired
trademark of the show.
2. Why does President Reagan seem drawn to silly
people? First there was James "Two Jews, a black, and a
cripple" Watt, then William Bennett, secretary of education, who thinks most college students are using their

FcR HYPINGeSSULTS

Editor,
Professor John Wettergreen certainly had some in
teresting things to say in Wednesday’s Spartan Daily
about control of AIDS. My only question regards why such
a narrow- minded, prejudiced bigot, ready and willing to
curb everyone’s freedoms according to the dictates of his
own distorted morality is teaching at an institution of
higher learning.
Kecia Stolfus
Senior
Journalism

1-looping it Up
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Leonard
Hoops

More reasons for thanks
STILL HARD TO believe that! invited Adolf
IT’S
to my eighth-grade birthday party. At the time,
we got along really well, and! had no reason to
believe it would ever be otherwise.
Adolf lived on the second floor of a Hofbrau. The
Hofbrau wasn’t really appealing from the outside,
but when you went in, the surroundings made you
hungry even if you had just eaten.
In that way,! guess, Adolf was a little like his
Hofbrau. He was nothing to look at from the outside,
but his personality had a weird effect on you, like he
could make you do something you didn’t want to do.
At my party, I think it was 1913, Adolf gave me a
swastika patch for my cub scout uniform. They were
the rage back then, and! can remember asking
Mom to sew it on my shirt in the middle of the party.
We all just sat there, watching in delight, as Mom
worked vigorously on the sewing machine (what do
you expect from eighth-graders in 1913?).
But at the party, Adolf began acting a little
funny. He was sort of sitting off in a corner by
himself, not even joining us when my mother sewed
on his gift. Everybody began to ask about him.
"What’s Adolf’s problem?" they wondered out
loud. "Why isn’t he having fun like the rest of us?"
Even I started to wonder.
It was then that !realized that !didn’t know
Adolf that well that no one knew Adolf that well.
He was a last-minute addition to the party’s guest
list. You know the type, a nice guy that would sing a
few patriotic songs, and besides it meant an extra
gift.
So here’s the scene: 20 kids are digging into cake
and sauerkraut, there’s a lot of talking and laughing,
and everybody’s having a good time. Everybody,
that is, except Adolf. Finally, I had to ask him if
something was the matter.
"Ya, I’m having un good time," he said, but in a
semi-propagandic tone I had never heard him use
before. " lz just dat . . . yell, never mind."
I wasn’t exactly the same search-for-truth-atall-costs type of guy back then that lam now (’?),go
I didn’t press him for an answer. I let Adolf nibble
his cake and play with his sauerkraut while! joined
my other friends in a deep discussion about how
Fraulein Schulz and Fraulein Schmidt were built for
eighth-graders. They really were, too.
AFTER THE PARTY I didn’t see much of
Adolf. Oh, occasionally !said hi to him in the
lunchroom, but he was beginning to hang
around with a bunch of young party members. And
they weren’t really friends, they were more like a
gang that would get together and decorate the school
gym for political rallies.
Right before my very eyes. Adolf was turning
into one of those high-strung, egotistic maniacs. He
wasn’t much of a dictator at the time, but was more
like Attila the Hun hiding in a string bean’s body.
And every year, right after Thanksgiving,!
think about that birthday party. I think about how
Adolf grew that little mustache in high school, and
how his girlfriends, like Eva, were a little bit odd. I
think about how Adolf was "into politics," and how
he did well in speech class but lousy in P.E.
And after Dad finished slicing into the turkey
with his electric knife. I gave thanks for the life I
live. I looked at the fine meal placed before me, with
the mashed potatoes, bread stuffing, cranberry
sauce and bratwurst, and! thought about how lucky
lam I gave thanks for my home, my friends, and
the food! never lack And! gave thanks that I didn’t
turn out like Adolf.
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor, and
he’s happy to live ins land where people can be what
they want to be His columns appear Tuesdays and
Thursdays
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Station offers jobs

Rakin’ it in

d

Hy Gloria J. Debowski
Daily staff writer
KSJS may not offer the best paying jobs in radio - indeed, few of the
staff positions offer any monetary rewards - but the jobs offer invaluable
experience for those interested in
public relations, business or radio careers, Joel Wyrick, KSJS general
manager, said.
Right now, Wyrick is looking for
students who have plenty of time and
energy to fill next semester’s 11 staff
openings. "Paid" positions, which
cover tuition and books, include
music director, program director.
public relations director, public affairs director and business manager.
Volunteer jobs, like promotions director and traffic manager, also are
available. Applications for all positions are due at the KSJS office by
Dec. 7.
KSJS staff positions are held for
one year. While each position requires only 76 hours of time on the job
each semester for two units of credit,
actual time put in varies from 10 to 30
hours each week.
Shalle Leeming, promotions director, said she works about 30 hours
a week. As promotions director.
Leeming is responsible for on-the-air
promotions such as ticket and album
giveaways. As part of her job, she ne-
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experience too

’If I didn’t love music -- if I didn’t love radio
I would never have taken the job. But you
can’t get the training anywhere else.’
Joel Amsterdam
KSJS music director
gotiates with record companies for
donation of the prizes.
"It’s a fun job. You make a lot of
record and club contacts," Leeming
said. "(But,) you have to have a love
of music or you’ll burn out fast."
Music Director Joel Amsterdam
said he came here from Los Angeles
wanting to get practical experience
programming a radio station. The
music director is in charge of getting
records from companies, all donated,
and music selection.
Amsterdam, after spending 20 to
30 hours each week at KSJS, doesn’t
have time for much else, he said.
Carrying 15 units this semester,
Amsterdam said he wants to be a
music consultant after he is graduated in May.
The program director, currently
Julie Ansara, is in charge of everything you hear on the radio, according to Wyrick.
Ansara said she works 30 to 40

hours each week in her managerial
position. "You have to know how
radio works coming in." she said.
"We have more than) 100 people
working here. That’s quite a few people and it’s hard to keep things running smoothly "

KSJS still hoping to move

continued from page I
check on us fin Hugh Gillis Hall) and est," he said. "1 think some of the
I’m sure they would check on us there board people are definitely for us
moving but I can definitely see that
too."
KSJS currently allows a maxi- some aren’t particularly excited
mum of two non-radio people to stay about it. I don’t think anybody is
against the move."
in the station with the DJ.
SUBOD chairman Stafford HeRestrooms in the S.U. would need
to be accessable or "you’d see the bert said that he would like to see
jock have to hold it or go half smile," KSJS in the S.U.
"I think that they IKSJS) haves
Wyrick said.
Wyrick said that it will be "really valid point." he said.
S.U. director Ron Barrett said he
tough" to convince SUBOD to apdoes not object to KSJS moving in but
prove the move.
"They’re showing some inter - there is no space for them now.

State agencies impede cleanup
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Ken P. Puinard

Thanks to Sunday night’s driving rains and 45-mph
winds, SJSU groundskeeper Victor Castrol found some
soggy work to do Monday near the Art Building.

continued from page I
The laws do not define any singular procedure for initial assessment of a site or ranking sites in terms of which
should be cleaned first. Consequently, the different agencies have established different cleaning priorities, Local
agencies, like the one headed by Jones, haven’t come up
with any priorities for sites in the past.
"We are currently trying to devise a system," Jones
said, "that is better than those used by state agencies for
ranking sites. It should be completed and given to the San
Jose City Council by mid-December. We’d like to have a
system we can use in the city, and if it’s picked up by the
state, we would be as happy as pigs."
Presently, local agencies have no jurisdiction when it
comes to ranking sites, but they can assist the state.
"We would like a few changes in the ranking process," he added. "For example, in one of the state ranking schemes, there is a criteria based on the distance a
site is located from drinking water, but the criteria
doesn’t take into account which direction the groundwater is flowing. This agency is taking all existing ranking

Wyrick said he would like to see
people outside of the the radio-television major apply, especially for the
public relations and business positions
The public relations director
deals with the community and getting the media to cover newsworthy
goings-on at the station, Wyrick said.
The public affairs director, another
link to the community, deals more
with programming, he said.
The business manager handles
the budget, about $50,000 this year,
and keeps financial accounts. "i He
or shet has to know everything that
goes on at the station," Wyrick said.

schemes and picking out the best criteria in order to create a better overall scheme."
The EPA has developed an overall scheme of the future jurisdictions and enforcement powers of state and
local agencies in the form of the Multi -site Cooperative
Agreement. The goal of the agreement is to remedy the
gap and overlap program currently plaguing South Bay
clean up activities, according to EPA’s Community Relations Coordinator Robert Stern.
"The agreement is on a one-year trial basis," Stern
said, "and it provides EPA funding of $1 million to state
and local agencies for investigation and clean up of South
Bay sites on the National Priorities List. City and county
agencies should play a more responsible role under this
agreement."
Of the 126 industrial sites in the South Bay investigated for hazardous waste, 19 are categorized as "no further action needed," indicating that identified problems
have been addressed. Sixteen are categorized as "no contamination."

Decision
on rates
due today
continued from page I
"For nine hours that’s less than
S500 and there is a $600 (all day)
minimum."
There are no charges for
campus organizations and departments unless a majority of
those attending are from offcampus. The group would then
be charged half price rental
fees.
Barrett said that campus
organizations are given first
priority when requesting rooms
until the November and April
sign-up deadlines for the preceding semsester.
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on their designated day, they can still
pick them up after that.
"It has been a very difficult semester and our staff is most appreciative to the patience and understanding of our students. This
problem will not repeat itself this
coming semester and we’re certainly
hopeful that it won’t in subsequent semesters,- Ryan said

OVERCOMERS
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7:30
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INFO: 279-2133
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The Complete Bookstore
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420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK at WINCHESTER

Mariann Hen,

Editor

anticipate any problems for the
continued from page I
of their final documents submitted to spring semester as the same kind of
financial aid approximately one problems we had for the Fall semesweek before Dec. 11. Now financial ter," he said.
The first major disimmroent for
aid can receive documents and requests until Dec. 11 for the additional the spring semester is on Jan. 28 for
people whose last names’ begin with
Dec. 16 disbursement.
For students who are already in the letters M through Z. Checks will
the financial aid computer system be dispersed on Jan. 29 for those with
this semester, and will also be return- last names’ beginning with the letters
ing in the spring, their checks will be A through L If students don’t come in
ready for them. Ryan said. "We don’t
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Students dealing with dyslexia on a day-to-day basis
Valerie J. McMullan
Special to the Daily

When dyslexic student Glynn Meagher
was told she would need a written note from
an instructor to check a magazine out of
Clark Library, she received the note, but
along with it came feelings of embarrassment and frustration
"I guess it was a busy day and he had a
lot of students asking him questions so he told
me to write the note and he would sign it,"
Meagher said "I walked up to where all the
students were gathered around him asking
questions and he look the note from me and
started reading it He asked why I didn’t have
certain words spelled right and I told him I
had dyslexia, and he still focused on the misspellings I then mentioned a second time I
had dyslexia and he looked up and had this
really puzzled look on his face and said,
’Haven’t you gotten this corrected?’
"I had to go on to explain to him that it’s
something that you cannot correct. It’s something you have to deal with on a day to day
basis," Meagher said.
Meagher, a graphic design major, said
it’s difficult to confront a professor about the
problem during the first or second class
meeting because many of them give her a

-blank look ...11111 ask tar %hat dyslexia is
"It’s kind of hard to explain it to them
what it is. They don’t have any concept because for a normal student, reading and writing at this level comes easier," she said.
Al one point, Meagher said to one of her
professors that dyslexia is a visual -motor
handicap and he asked her why she was not
wearing corrective lenses.
Cathy Calkins, a chemistry major who
also is dyslexic, agrees that professors are
confused as to what dyslexia means
"A lot of teachers think it’s a case of
nerves, but really the fact is you see the word it," Meagher said
She said that despite the fact some inbackwards, so you can’t see exactly what the
structors are not familiar with learning disaword is," Calkins said.
Calkins said she had her worst experi- bilities, some try to be helpful
However, both Meagher and Calkins said
ence with this problem at her community college. Several limes her English instructor as- that they would like to see more instructors
signed her to read aloud in front of students in learn about dyslexia as well as other learning
the class, even though Calkins told the in- disabilities that are not so obvious on the surstructor she didn’t want to read because her face.
dyslexia makes her see letters differently.
Judith VanBrocklin, assistant professor
Meagher said although she has come in education with the Division of Special Eduacross many professors who are unfamiliar cation and Rehabilitative Services, also bewith how dyslexia affects learning, she said
lieves more instructors need to become more
that some are familiar with it.
aware of learning disabilities.
The newest proposal in heightening
"Out of four English classes here, one instructor knew what dyslexia was. In fact, she awareness is the implementation of
was great. She even gave me a book about workshops for faculty members. According

’A lot of teachers think it’s a case of nerves, but really
the fact is you see the word backwards so you can’t
see exactly what the word is.’

Students take close look
at the business world
By Antoinette Fleshman
Daily staff writer

Some students may feel
trapped and intimidated by the
outside business world, but a campus organization has provided the
opportunity for students to take a
peek at an average day in a manager’s life.
Professional/Students Day,
hosted by AIESEC the International
Business
Association,
matched 21 student applicants
with managers from local companies in their related fields of experience or study last month.
The students spent the day
with managers from companies
that are members of the International
Management
Council,
which also helped host the event.
"The goal is to provide students with hands-on experience
(In business). To give them an insight as to what a manager’s day
is like and what a manager’s roles
and responsibilities are," said Karina Jensen, AIESEC director of
publig relations and coordinator of
Prot esaionaliStuilents Day.
"FAL eicample, King Bearing,
Inc. toWstudents from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. They provided them with an
in-house tour and later took them
on sales calls," Jensen said.
In an evaluation and questionnaire of the event. Peter Swenke,
international
business
major

brary South.

stated, "I saw how managers delegate most of their work and concentrate on problem solving."
One of IMC’s main goals is to
teach managerial communica(ions, including how to solve perspective problems. It is designed
for industries and business people,
by conducting classes in management to improve human relations
in industry.
Thirty business students applied for the day, but only 21 positions could be raised because a
few companies dropped out of the
program.
After the students were
matched with a company, they
were informed of their match and
given information about their
company and IMC. Jensen also
contacted the media and public relations departments within the
companies to explain the program’s goals and inform these department’s of the company’s future guests.
"I learned about the technical
aspects Of IBM and that IBM is not
as perfect as it seems it is, though
it is ffarclose," stated Tony Dollar, an international business and
marketing I double) major.
Another student stated he
won’t "go into sales for a distributor" after having been to Professional/Students Day

Cathy Calkins,
chemistry major

to VanBrocklin, the workshops are in the
planning stage.
"I would certainly hope to implement the
workshops next semester. It would be open to
anyone, but be primarily geared to faculty
who have learning-disabled students in their
classes or have had them," VanBrocklin
said.
"I think it’s very exciting; we talked
about it last spring actually and it’s just finding the time, but that’s an intent definitely for
this school year," she said.
She also stressed the importance of these
students identifying themselves to either the
Division of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services in Sweeney Hall or to the Disabled Student Services office in Wahlquist Li-

By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
Two SJSU Hispanic organizations co-sponsored a Tuesday afternoon cheese and wine social to establish a stronger bond between
students, faculty and staff at the University Room of the Faculty Cafeteria,
Virginia Estrella, one of the
event coordinators, said, "It’s essential to establish a link between Hispanic students, faculty and staff and
to break the ice for better communications in discussing a common
goal: to increase Hispanic enrollment and retainment.
Students need to identify more
closely with Hispanic staff and professors who can offer them support in
attainment of their academic goals,
she said.
Estrella, from the Hispanic Faculty and Staff Association, and Nora
Flores, El Concilio chairwoman,
coordinated the event. More than 75
people discussed ways to keep bringing Hispanics together to talk over
their goals and concerns.
Simon Dominguez. HFSA presi-

dent and associate dean in the School
of Social Work, joined in Estrella’s
assesment.
Dominguez said it is a great beginning in a type of interaction much
needed between Hispanic students
and faculty.
"Neighboring colleges are increasing their Hispanic attendance
and there is no reason why San Jose
State can’t increase theirs," Dominguez said.
Hispanic students are not participating in high school scholastic apptitude tests, which are a key factor in
entrance into colleges and universities. These tests need to be looked at,
Dominguez said.
Flores said the purpose of the social was to point out that, "Latino or
ganizations can play an important
role in the support of new students to
help get ’em in and get ’em out." he
said.
" I’d like to see more freshmen
and sophomores get involved in organizations," Flores said.
"I met a lot of Hispanic students
I didn’t know,- said Guellermo
Niebla, president of SJSU Mini-Corp.
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Virginia Estrella,
event coordinator
who was there to discuss his organization’s hosting of a spring Mini -Corp
conference of the 19 California State
Universities.
Mini-Corp is a teacher education
program that gives students an opportunity to work with migrant children.
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An open SUBOD meeting
for students, faculty and
staff will be held. Architects of the Recreation
and Events Center will be
present to discuss plans,
show blueprints and answer questions. It’s all happening on Tues., DEC. 3, at
3:30pm in the Council
Chambers.
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San Jose was the first region to
have a Mini -Corp program, Niabla
said. The region includes Gilroy.
Watsonville and Salinas.
"We’ve got a chance to establish
some friendships and begin to build a
stronger network among Chicano
groups," said Angelica Vasquez, a
Movimiento Estudiante Chicanos tie
Atzlan representative to El Concilio.
MEChA sponsors La Raza Dayt a
spring conference that brings Hispanic students from Santa Clara
County high schools to SJSU for tours
and workshops.
"This is an outstanding event
that’s been a long time coming," said
Consuelo Rodriquez, associate dean
of the SJSU education equity program.
"We need to make this university
an institution that Chicanos will be
excited about... so that Chicanos
feel they belong," Rodriquez said.
"Chicano students, staff and faculty should realize the unique contributions they bring to the campus,"
she said.

ART SUPPLY &
BOOKSTORE

Graduated Savings.
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Both Spalding and VanBrocklin agreed
that in many instances dyslexic students are
often branded as lazy or dumb, but contrafy
to this, many are intellectually bright and
can become high achievers, they said.

’It’s essential to
establish a link
between Hispanic
students, faculty and
staff and
to. . . increase
Hispanic enrollment
and retainment.’

money.

ELITE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Studies have shown that an estimated one
in 10 Americans is affected by dyslexia.
Spalding defined dyslexia as a language
disorder that usually interferes with reading.
She said the causes of dyslexia could be biological in nature or could come through
birth injuries.
Some of the symptoms of dyslexia include spelling errors, reversals in speech, reversals of letters, confusion between left and
right, and reading skills that are far behind
those of peers.

Hispanic groups promote unity at social
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Norma Spalding. SJSU specialist in
learning handicaps said only about 25 students on campus have been diagnosed as
dyslexic, but actually many more students
probably suffer from the disorder. She believes this is unfortunate because the students who don’t inform anyone of their disorder usually end up dropping out of college,
often limes not returning.
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‘Sniglets’ : the latest word
By Michelle King
Daily staff Writer

Have you ever "fictated" or seen a "noflet?"

Chances are that you have done these things, as well as

encountering "otisosis" and driving through "gapiana."
No, these aren’t lofty terms that only scholars know.
These words aren’t even in the dictionary, though they describe things and situations that we encounter frequently.
For example, if you’ve ever warned a television character of impending danger, you’ve "f ’elated."
And "noflets" are the upward swirls of hair found on
people like Ronald Reagan and Big Boy.
"Otisosis" is the inability to meet anyone else’s eyes
In an elevator, and "gapianas" are the unclaimed strips
of land between the "you are now leaving" and "welcome
to" signs when crossing state lines.
These words are "sniglets," or words that don’t appear in the dictionary but should because they’re things
that happen to people every day.
The idea for these handy words was created several
years ago by Rich Hall, a comedian/writer/performer,
while he was working on HBO’s "Not Necessarily thc
News."
,
Hall’s Sniglets, along with solicited sniglets from tho
0110 audience, have been printed in several magazine:;

(oh tis oh sis)

The inability to
meet anyone else’s
eyes in an elevator.

Fetchplex: State of momentary
confusion in a dog whose owner
has faked throwing the ball and
palmed it behind his back.
’ ahd in his 1985 book, "More Sniglets," by Rich Hall &
1Priends.
’
Following are some of Hall & Friends’ sniglets:
Doork: A person who always pushes on a door
marked "pull" or vice versa.
Laminites: Those strange people who show up in the
photo of new wallets.
Idiot Box: The part of the envelope that tells a person
where to place the stamp.
Phonesia : The affliction of dialing a phone number
and forgetting whom you were calling just as they answer.
Motodrift: The mistaken belief at a stoplight that
your car is moving backward when, actually, the car beside you is moving forward.
Agonosis: The syndrome of tuning into "Wide World
of Sports" every Saturday just to watch the skier rack
himself.
P.A.T. (Percussive Accordion-Trombone Method):
Standard approach to preparing a straw for use driving
it sharply downward against a table top until the wrapper
rips open and achieves an "accordion" effect. The user
then blows the wrapper across the room.

Al,4fet/e.r C./Itht./

Bubblic: Someone who is addicted to the systematic
popping of the bubbles in packing material.
Primpo: A person who passes a mirror then has to
step back, presumably to reassure himself he still exists.
Fetchplex: State of momentary confusion in a dog
whose owner has faked throwing the ball and palmed it
behind his back.
At SJSU, students encounter some of the same situations frequently enough that they are worthy of a sniglet.

For example, what word could we use to describe the
process of circling the garage, waiting for the g.. age attendant to let the next stream of cars in? What about the
-dizzy delay" or the "parking prowl?"
What words could we use to describe the constant
Testlice: Those tiny bugs that invade your hair when
need for quarters in order to get in or out of the garayou’re taking an exam.
P-Spot: The area directly above the urinal in public ges. . .the last-minute cramming for a midterm. . .or the
restrooms that men stare at, knowing a glance in any realization, in your last semester, there are three classes
you forgot to take?
other direction would arouse suspicion.

Shakespeare prose disputed
STANFORD (AP) Two Shakespeare scholars, one at Stanford University, the other in Oxford, England,
engaged in indirect dispute Monday
over an obscure love poem the man in
Oxford contends was written by the
great dramatist.
The poem, claimed last month by
Kansan Gary Taylor to be by William
Shakespeare, is, on the contrary,
"wretchedly bad" and definitely not
by the Bard of Avon, says Ronald
Rebholz, a Stanford English professor and Rhodes scholar.
The evidence used by Taylor to

support the source of the text he reported finding at Oxford’s Bodleian
Library "was no evidence at all,"
said Rebholz, who has lectured on
Shakespeare for nearly 25 years.
"He’s talked himself into believing this," said Rebholz, describing
the poem as "abominable ... dreadful."
Responded Taylor in a telephone
interview, "All I can ask is that my
fellow scholars wait till they’ve actually seen the evidence, and then they
can abuse me in print as much as
they want to. They’re abusing me

without having seen the evidence.
The Stanford man can hardly say
(the evidence) is lousy when he
hasn’t seen it.
"It’s not a question whether I am
right or wrong. It’s a question
whether an early 17th century manuscript is right or wrong. The manuscript is 350 years closer to Shakespeare than we are," he said.
"The evidence has not been published yet. The evidence will be published in less than two weeks in the
New York Times Review of Books."
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Extra Thick Crust
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Free Extra Sauce!
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All prices subject to sales tax.
Our drivers do not carry
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Science
group
seeking
members
By Denver Lem.Hen
Daily staff writer
The Health Science Associa
tion of Undergraduate Students
will celebrate its first birthday
next semester.
If there is anyone left to attend.
According to James Harlan,
president of HSUA, all of the
club’s officers and about half of its
members will be graduating this
month.
"Last spring, myself and five
other health science majors
worked very hard to organize the
structure of the club. Now we need
people to take our places so that
HSUA will continue," he said.
The organization, which now
has 17 members, was founded because of the lack of "cohesiveness" among health science students, Harlan said.
"Because this is such a commuter school, he said, "I noticed
that health science majors were
just coming to school, attending
classes, and then leaving. No one
really knew each other.
"We didn’t encourage each
other. No one ever said, ’hey, this
is a great field and we can do a lot
of things with it.’ "
He said that with HSUA, students can gel to know each other
and find out what is going on.
Next semester, HSUA plans to
host guest speakers, hold parties,
and act as an information source
for students who are about to do
internships in the health science
field.
"This is a great way to get information," Harlan said. "I personally encourage every health
science student to join the organization.
" It’s a great opportunity to
meet people with the same interests and to find out where the jobs
are. It’s a good way to just get together and socialize. .. to find a
niche in this big university."

Program Board works on communication
party for second semester, a talk by
Billy Gray
the man held in a
Turkish Prison that the movie
"Midnight Express" was based on,
and some ideas for corporate
sponsorship.
Six board members went to the
conference, along with board Faculty Adviser Ted Gehrke. Gehrke,

By Michelle King
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program Board attended a four -day
conference of the National Association of Campus Activities in Los Angeles recently, which included a series
of
workshops
on
communication methods, booking
entertainment acts for campus and
showcases of enterWinment acts for
each school to choose from.
The annual conferences are
held in 15 different regions of the
United States for university bodies
such as program boards that book
campus entertainment. This was
the western regional conference,
held from Nov. 16 through Nov. 19,
and included universities from California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona and
Hawaii.
As a direct result of this conference, David Palmerance, a writer
for Barry Manilow, will be a solo
artist at SJSU in February. He was
the "block -booking" artist chosen
by the approximately 25 universities that attended. The block -booking artist is the artist that gets the
most votes from each school after
all the showcases are presented.
Each school agrees to pay $500 to
the artist, and the artist’s agent sets
up a tour for him to play at each
school.
Other entertainment
ideas
brought back from the conference
include a "Back-to-School" video

’We were way ahead
of most of the
groups because Ted
(Gehrke) is so
good.’
Stafford

Hebert,

Program Board director
who has been attending these conferences for the past few years,
taught a workshop on "Events Budgeting." Most of the workshops
were taught by faculty advisers at
the schools.
"We happened to have the best
adviser there," Program Board Director Stafford Hebert said of Gehrke."We were way ahead of most of
the groups because Ted is so good."
The board picked up some important tips’, though a lot of the information learned in the workshops
was "old hat," Hebert said, because

Gehrke who used to be an entertainment booking agent himself
had already taught the board many
techniques about the business.
"The best thing for me was a
workshop on interpersonal communication that was taught by the dean
from San Diego State University,"
Hebert said.
These skills are very important
when you’re in a representative organization," he said.
The Contemporary Arts Chairpersons, Kevin Ballard and Latressa Wilson-Alford, sat through
entertainment showcases each
night of singers, magicians and comedians. They also talked with
prominent entertainment agents
who were also at the conference.
"I learned that it’s probably
better to co-sponsor a concert with
Bill Graham, instead of trying to
compete with him," Ballard said.
"That way, we and the students
would be paying less, and we’d still
be getting good entertainment."
Ballard learned that a band the
Program Board offers $7,000 would
play for a big promoter like Bill
Graham for only $3,000 to $4,000 because of the possible connection
benefits in the future.
Artist-in-residence Verda Alexander thought the workshop on networking was the best, which included a brainstorming session on
ideas from all the schools on enter-

’The best thing for
me was a workshop
on interpersonal
communication that
was taught by the
dean from San
Diego State
University.’
Stafford Hebert,
Program Board director

tainment ideas.
Carole Cooper, the lectures
chairwoman, got many good ideas
from the workshops on negotiating
and corporate sponsorship. Films
Chairman Oscar Wolters met some
of the film company people he negotiates with over the phone, and
learned of some new films that are
available. Cindy Ono, publicity
chairwoman, learned how to do publicity more cheaply.
"I learned that some other
schools actually have less money
than we do," Ono said.
The board members stayed at
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. The total cost for the Program Board, including each per-

Undergrad program scanned at retreat
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
In one of the most productive California Stale University retreats, the undergraduate program underwent critical examination of its successes and needs for improvement.
Approximately 200 people attended the weekend retreat held in November, including faculty, CSU Board of
Trustee members, university presidents, alumni and student representatives.
The theme of the retreat was a self-study of undergraduate education in the CSU system, said Bernard
Goldstein, chairman of the CSU Academic Senate.
"We attempted to review what we do now, and be critical of higher education," Goldstein said.
"What are we doing?" and "what do we have to be
proud of?" were some of the questions asked during the
weekend, Goldstein said.
Although no concrete ideas were adopted, one issue
that generated interest was a recommendation to create a
teacher institute for teaching training, said Paul Knepprath, CSSA legislative director.
The institute would attempt to promote good teaching
and better learning, involving both students and teachers,
Goldstein said.

Many times a professor will receive a Ph.D. through
a doctoral program and not necessarily be taught how to
teach, Knepprath said. The institute would specialize in
helping new and current professors learn new teaching
methods,
The important part of this retreat is that something
will come out of it, Goldstein said.
"It is the first time we’ll finish with recommendations
for the board of trustees to act on," Goldstein said. "This
is a grassroot effort to make changes with the administration."
The next step is to have the individual CSU campuses
examine the reports on the undergraduate program conducted by various committees and determine if the conclusions have any bearing.

-

The weekend was a rare opportunity for the senate
and administrators to talk directly to the board of trustees with the major idea to optimize education, Goldstein
said.
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son’s ESS registration fee, three
hotel rooms, the round-trip plane
fare and food, was approximately
$1,700.
Hebert and Alexander will suggest some ideas for next year’s conference, including speakers that are
experts in the entertainment industry (instead of faculty advisors),
more educational workshops, and
more classical arts acts.
"I’d like to see if we can get some
people outside of the schools to come
and speak like a Bill Graham, Don
Kirshner or a major agent from the
William Morris Agency," Hebert
said.
Next year’s conference will he
in San Jose.
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Sports notes
NCAA playoffs set
The SJSU volleyball team, which
ended the regular season 12-0 in the
NorPac and 26-6 overall, hosts Long
Beach State in the first round of the
NCAA Championships Thursda)
night at 7: 30.
The 49ers enter the match with
an 8-8 record in the PCAA and 18-12
overall They finished fifth in the
PCAA, which will be represented in
the championships by six teams. The
Spartans are the only NorPac representative.
The SJSU-Long Beach State
matchup will be one of three first round matches in the Northwest Regional. Others include San Diego
State-Hawaii on Friday and Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo-UC-Santa Barbara
on Saturday.
Pacific, seeded No. 2 in the tournament, receives a first-round bye in
the Northwest Regional.

Four players named
SJSU’s volleyball team dominated the first -team All-NorPac
squad, which was announced yesterday.
Christa Cook, Ten DeBusk, Barbara Higgins and Lisa Ice were four
of the six members selected to the
squad.
The Spartans placed nobody on
the second team but made up for it by
having Coach Dick Montgomery selected Coach of the Year and DeBusk
named Athlete of the Year.
In addition, Kim Hicks made the
’
All -Freshman team and Ice was
tabbed as the NorPac’s Co-Athlete of
the Month

Women lose again
The Spartan’s women’s basketball team lost to Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo 67-63 last Friday in Spartan
Gym.
SJSU, now 0-3, was led by forward Taja Winston with 25 points and
17 rebounds. Dana Foster added 11
points, eight rebounds and dished out
a season-high nine assists.

Wrestling tonight
The Spartan wrestling team travels to San Luis Obispo to face Cal
poly tonight at 7:30.
SJSU is 0-1 this season, losing to
Chico State 32-8 on Nov. 21.
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Spartans lose
close game to
Arizona State
Team hosts USF Dons tonight
By Scott Van camp
Daily staff writer

’We were every bit as
good as they were.
We just dug
ourselves a hole in
the first half and
came up short.’

The SJSU men’s basketball
team lost its first game of the young
season Saturday night to Arizona
State, a 72-66 decision.
The 2-1 Spartans face the University of San Francisco tonight at
7:30 in the Civic Auditorium.
Coach Bill Berry said the team
should have won against the Pac-10
Sun Devils.
"We were only two points down
with 18 seconds to go. It really went
right down to the wire," Berry said.
Arizona State sealed the game
on two free throws and a jumper
with one second remaining.
Despite the setback, Berry was
in a positive mood when discussing
his team’s play.
"We were every bit as good as
they were. We just dug ourselves a
hole in the first half and came up
short," Berry said.
The Spartans trailed 21-5 after
the game’s first eight minutes,
making only three of their first 14
shots from the field. The team also
had nine first-half turnovers.
SJSU ended the half with a meager .333 field goal percentage, but
Berry said he wasn’t worried.
"We just came out cold. I knew
we could come back," he said.
And come back they did. The
Spartans twice rallied to within two
points of the Sun Devils in the second half, but a clutch performance
by Arizona State’s Chris Sandie
kept the game just out of reach for
SJSU.
Sandie scored nine points in a
two-minute period to open up a 59-51
lead.
SJSU’s Ricky Berry led all
scorers with 21 points, a season -high
for the 8-foot-8 guard, and also had a
game-high nine rebounds.
Ward Farris scored 16 of his 18
points in the second half, while Reggie Owens added 12 for the Spartans.

Bill Berry,
SJSU coach
Berry’s only complaint was
about the play of his big men.
Starting center Lance Wyatt,
who scored 18 in the team’s 79-55
win against Hayward State on
Wednesday, was held scoreless before fouling out against the Sun Devils.
Gerald Thomas, his replacement, finished with two points.
"Lance experienced some different competition against Arizona
State, but you can’t judge a player
on one bad game. Gerald didn’t play
well either," Berry said.
After reviving their troubled
basketball program, USF comes in
tonight with a 4-0 record.
Three of those have been
against Division II and III teams,
but the Dons did prove they could
stay with a Division I club with their
94-85 victory over Nevada-Reno.
"We expect a real good game
from them. I’m sure that win did a
lot for their confidence," Berry
said.
NOTES: Besides USF’s victory
over Nevada -Reno, it has also defeated
St. Mary’s of Minnesota 80-60, East-

ern Oregon State 86-61 and St.
Thomas of Minnesota 62-40...Tonight’s game marks the first of two
consecutive encounters with the
Dons. SJSU plays in USF’s Memorial
Gymnasium
11.
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Forward George Puou goes up for a jump hook against Sonoma State last Monday
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Professor earns grant to study
public view of abortion foes
By Patricia Pane
Nay start writer
The newest member of the political science department is the recipient of a grant to completes research
project about the general public’s attitudes toward abortion protesters.
Professor Barbara Norrander.
who began teaching at SJSU in September, will receive 2585 and three
units of release time for the spring
1988 semester from California State
University chancellor’s office to complete the project she began nearly a
year ago
"I wanted it and I needed it."
Norrander said. "Without the grant,
the progress on the project would
have been much slower."
The grant program was established about six years ago to help retain tenure and promote ethnic minorities and women, said Selma
Burkom, dean for faculty affairs.
"The notion was that there ought
to be a connection between affirmative action goals and the retaining
and tenuring and promoting of
women," Burkom said.
"The release time is given to faculty to do projects that would help

’Without the grant,
the progress on the
project would have
been much slower.’
Barbara Norrander,
political science professor
them to become permanent and
reach full professor rank at CSU
campuses," she said
Last fall, Norrander submitted
her proposal to a six -member screening committee. Norrander was one of
20 faculty members who received a
grant .
"Most of the literature that deals
with public acceptance of speeches
and things like that deals with conventional political behavior, which is
giving speeches, holding rallies and
things like that," Norrander said.
"But there’s also the unconven-

By Michelle King

An SJSU student who plans to
graduate next December is frustrated that SJSU only has a spring
graduation ceremony, since this isn’t
a typical four-year college where everyone graduates in the spring.
David Laverty, a junior majoring in sociology, took action with this
issue by proposing that a second ceremony be instigated at SJSU. He
made this proposal at the recent Associated Students Board meeting.
A.S. Director of Academic Affairs Paul Harrison said after the
meeting that he plans to sponsor a
resolution to research the possibility
of a bi-annual graduation ceremony.
Harrison said he plans to present the
resolution to the A.S. board next semester.

Laverty, who plans to graduate
in December 1986, said he got the
idea over the summer while he was
talking with relatives who wanted to
see him graduate. They were frustrated they wouldn’t get to see him
graduate at the time that he actually
finished school.
"When I started talking to people, I was surprised to find that a
large number of students graduate in
the fall semester, and most were pretty favorable towards my idea," he
said.
The average number of students
that graduate in December (including undergraduate and graduate) is
about 1,600, said Winona De Bree,
evaluations supervisor for Admissions and Records. This is more than
half the amount that graduate in
May, which is approximately 2,750.

Decorate This Holiday...

If you include college
in your plans for the future, or
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Manuel Ruiz

"Oh. so that’s how it’s gonna be huh?
To hell with the food chain.

In addition, De Bree said there graduation, student fees ( the graduaare about 650 students that graduate tion fee, which is currently $201
in the summer. These are students would have logo up."
All students, regardless of when
who either have to go through the ceremony the previous spring, go though they graduate, would be paying the
their department ceremony if they higher fee, Buerger said.
"None of the other CSU camhave one or wait until the following
have
two ceremonies,"
puses
spring.
Laverty said it seemed like it Buerger said.
He said it takes a graduation
would be pretty easy to reserve an
on-campus location like the Student committee five months to plan graduation, and that having two cereUnion Ballroom for the ceremonies.
But the S.U. Ballroom is filled to monies would take take too much
the brim with just the engineering time to plan, since the school year is
school which holds their department only nine months long.
Buerger suggested that Laverty
graduation there in December, said
Daniel Buerger, executive assistant go to his department, social science,
and
ask them to put on a December
to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"There are many problems, and ceremony. Engineering and nursing
one of them is money," said Buerger, already put on their own December
graduation ceremony, he said, and
who attends all A.S. board meetings.
"In order to pay for another there’s every possibility that other

departments can do it, too, Buerger
said, except that they’d run out of
places on campus to hold it.
The only possible location for a
formal December graduation ceremony for the whole university would
be the Spartan Stadium, where the
ceremony is usually held, which
holds 30,000. However, rain is always
a problem at that time.
" To cancel a graduation ceremony is a step you don’t want to consider," Buerger said.
Noteworthy graduation speakers, who are booked far in advance,
aren’t likely to be available on another date if the initial ceremony is
cancelled, Buerger said. Major
Commissioner
Baseball
League
Peter Ueberroth, who will speak at
this year’s ceremony, was booked
two years in advance.

1986
Winter Session
San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Course Dates: January 2-17, 1986
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tional type of activity, which is protest. And in terms of abortion clinics,
it would be blocking entrances. We
want to see what types of attitudes
make people more or less favorable
towards those protest activities."
The research started as a class
project last spring at the University
of Kentucky, where Norrander was
teaching a course in survey research.
It was one of the subjects the students brought up and was timely because of the spate of abortion clinic
bombings, Norrander said.
She and another professor then
conducted a public opinion telephone
survey.
"We have all the raw data and
now we’re going to analyze it, find the
patterns," Norrander said.
She said she will use the funds to
go to the Midwest Political Science
Association Convention this March in
Chicago and present the paper to a
committee for criticism. She will
then modify it and try to get it published.

The Real World

Student wants a December graduation ceremony
Daily stall writer
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FOLKLORE
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NIGHT. Dances & liv music from
Greic T,4.y 8.igwi. Yugo..
:

Ha & Alboni. Dec 8. 7pm. Music
Concert Hall Ticks. or. on sole
ISalA.S Office. $6 at door

TREATMENT PRO
CHILD ABUSE
GRAM Enhence personal and pro
feselonel growth as yoluntor on
tern in world nonownerl Inc&
suppon
Counseling
program
mandOrm. Amin.. data proceseIng.
public eararensaa fund roising.
etc ni & mono languor all major.
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yen WE NEED YOU Nem corn
PO (1.1 952 SJ
pus ICE F
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and love of God M vow, reai way
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Cal Everything But Flow..., 293
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tube weerpolo. 0
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Spalding
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Inferno*. Mt. 34 pot
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NEED CASII,? $500.1000 stuffing
Guarantee.
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On.
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vm
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Jri or Jane. .1 298 7393
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le
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call Campus MMistry at 298 0204
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all troin Pert tun* and Full ume
e vollable Hour. negotiable Eve

00 YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE’,
CM mo for quote as I can guar
ante. coverage sem. day John
Mattoon Monday through Satin
day horn Mun to tlpm 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES A TRANNIES No
core chargeff moo warranty Free
delivery St116/60, Discount Spar
ten Distributor. 365 7007
, 75 CHEVY CAMARO 3 .pd . manila
bdy it good Mope runs well
11900. .H14191987 1489
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4 COMPLETE COMPUTER
Inc! modern dorms of
.lc 1785 Ch
maim oftwore
Gohlingor. 277 3114 fir mossg
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FOR SALE
ELEANOR’S VF 11
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’conned feed tirP. Pled food
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Afri
Phonic becom
clan Won. ’pop mitt, Moon.
Galloping
become
’Chan..
Chucks Foliar feMing tocrellb6.
outdoor
and
moults I.door
Pim.) Specteculer marigolds int
Firm MP not
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drop Novae if foliar IS Imi.tedl
Senor than 8 1 in transplanting
Also plant reincarnation pow...
You can’t ’over do writh VF 11
end you can’t burn your plants.
Enloe’ Buy this armoring VF 11 at
most grocery choir. and garden
merly storm (Mono, a of Caen,
rile 720 Unnerety Logi Geo.
Ca 9503014081396-3959
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your own living
UCTS C,
elmOing moc with nor futon.
Sem

from. Custom Find.

flth SI

San Jose
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W. nom people right sway! Call
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10 am 3 pm only III lino is bum
please 130 patient and try men)
An Emma Opportunity Company
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products company CM Dose. at
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60601
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Stoning
premed
sem
mu
1511,r Coll 266 4600 Th Paint
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SUMMER JOSS, flekinal PM. Co
21 peke 5 000 openings Corn
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Ave WN helmet Mt 59901
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.001 hoed and we rnotlyeed Sn
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WANT HANDS ON teehIng moan
growing posochom
smell Join
Mame Ed moronla & environ
moor Full time pen tem pow
Mr. 100 Good Ninonta expert
once 6 vines ICE rag CO
2415 2141

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW. Huge
2 Wm, 2 bath pennant Only
ono block Iron? commis Sectal.
6 closes Nem
perking
AM
I00 erode.

CM CHOICES at

1625rmn cal 287

44.809.
1443191toilegota/C8roces
Sr 885511

numb& 1.14081249 1301

London/Pone/Roma
frn 1559n
’,SPECIAL MO.
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Comp... Tour $1459

ANXIOIJS, Need hI0 trnh
CBEST, ELME, Private tutoreg ‘
The Math institute offes math tu

SERVICES
BACKACHE

Frei mamination A tree,
mon, es port of reserach propel
If you have had low back pain for
mom than 6 months II are 20 55
it, old Hem call Palm& Colloge
of Chiropeefic Weit et 14081

BARE IT ALL. Stop shovrng. wming
tyroming Let ma pernantely re
move your unwanted hair Ichin.bi
MO tummy
moueche.
bed,

dentrol
Wookdoys
evening. IL
Saturday In KM Dueness Park at
Hwy 101 & N Fermi. mit Sun
nyvale
Eletrolysis
Confer

WEDDING PORTRAITS I MODEL port
folio, by an artlet S., dm Phi
Kappa Alpha 1986 calends, for
mrnple of my wort, thern call John
Rickman., 252 4283
YOU CAN TASTE the difference, Now
you can Improve III. quality of the
wee you drink
The Amway

15% discount to
model’s and faculty CM before
De 31. 19155 & get your Ist
appt at 112 price Unwontod hair
disappears with my car. Gwen C
Cholgren. RE 559 3500. 1646
S Bascom Am C Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow

Water ’freemen, System Olen
rely removes mot. the 100 EPA
priority pained. aa well a. on
proving It.,..,. end odor You can

dimes. which ar essential for life
long recovery Additmnal informs
lion and a confidential consul.
lion ere mailable at no charge 21
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
426 3262 en 153 or 1 800
255 1818
FACULTY STAFF Ir STUDENTS. Cia
fared massag practIoner ofloring
altenstiv health car Arum.
u
therapy Swodishilmion foe

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACHIEVEMENT. in typing that.
tops

great service & guarantoed QUailt6
Stevens Crk at Winchester Town
Country Village 995 7427

TRAVEL
SKI

NORTH TAHOE
Sun N Send
Lodge 8308 N LAM Blvd King,
Beach
Lk
Tahoe
Ca
ph
1916/516 2515 112 60/person
dbl occm $15 es oda Ileetitlful

Tony

Mane.

ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term paws
resumas. hitters
manuscript.. tc Fast turnoround
rasonable rates Call 251 8813
after 3 pm North San Jose ere.
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chrystol offer. rapid
turnaround
mote...one
Mttar
Quality product guaranteed work
Student Dleount Thesea
ports manuals remmos Std
micro transcription Editing 16PIVIC6
disk storsg mailed. 8 en to 13
pm 7 day. wk Ch,ysl.I at 923

1HR

PHOTO CENTER Ouolifir I hr
photo developing ruM 86,166 on
color 5 7 s prints from
Hide. &
copy photos Overnight slide pro
ceasing Instant passport photos

Try

296
2087 11 60 per pogo quick turn
around evollable seven days
wee. Al work guarisnemd

14081275 9432

EATING DISORDERS CENTER
Ti,.
Roder Inotituto AMI at Santa Crue
Community Hospriel to comp,a
hens.oa proration, for It. ouccessful
0616106M of moraine bulimia and
compulsive sating Our warm and
the
0e109 OPProsch add
medicol. psychological nutrItionei
etc.& and spiritual mpricts of tho

inci hotel
EURAIL IIIIITAIL PASSES
Call any time WORLD SERVICES
888 2442 Tricia, Marian

ttttt tha differ.nce in you, own
water
Cell for
no oblige.mn
Ron
demonstration
nowt

monthly false Free estirnatm Call
Volley Lawn Care. 371 5933.

$238/n
11249/n

1498/n
11589i9
Inn 118999t

HONGKONG

14081734 3115
PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP.
Every Sunday from 9en 3Pm Cio
mr Hall 99 N Bascom Ave San
Jos.
II 1 00 adnii.sion
into 14081 241 7958 Auction
Emmy porting. food and drink

shouldes etc 1

COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICE.
Mow trim Mga symd en Low

NEW TRAVEL INFO,’
NEW YORK
Inn
HONOLULU
tOn
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frm
LONDON
GERMANY
frm

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and worm. Spacial tato with fac
My or &Mont I 0 Privte S corifi

Ca 95159
WOULD LIKE TO find women corn
portion who would be willing 10 110.
yr/handicapped man Coll Bolan at
298 2308

$1499
Carnmal
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tonng educatMn ..mina.. drag
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14081295 6066

971

GANfiBi contact club tor
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RESTAURANT COOK with broiler m
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AUTOMOTIVE
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7408.

’,CHRISTMAS VACATION),
100/94nelegoiawno8 Aims

MATH

through
personalized introduc
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You
maks the
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Moo S.O.S. If you’re unhappy
with your mall drop or If you need
one. mall boxes are eveiloble One
124 K F
bloc* front carnpu.
Min. Clem St Phone 279 2101

fot worship counseling programs
Rev Na
and study poor...Mins
toll. Shires, Fr Rob Lege Sr
Joan Panel.. Rev Norb Firnhbor

PERSONAL
LIFE IS NOT all homeworlil Tele time
for yourself IL rnmt alIlgibla sing..

HELP WANTED

MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE. The
Ovecorners is dynamic group rtf
Chritnims that enjoy the moor
nature/ power & present. 01 00,1
Ti,. God of the urines* is vev
much Wive and want, to mako
himself known to you! Con. and

COLOR TV

5318 dm. 987 0842 eve.
STUDENTS. FACULTY STAFF Nee
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Free mnrice
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.100. 251
5942
AN ANSWER 0 your Word Procosseg
and Editing mods Specialize in
term Papers re...eh cede.
’,I.o.M. and returnee Both
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Will gidly egoist you with gram

motel on Lee Shore of TV hot
tub. nun door
shuttle to Mi
arms min from North...

mar end sentence structure For
no, Engle major Northwestern
Univers,00 dMondable and moon
once I Am only that loopy.....

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for travel
worldwide Hostel director.. Eu
roll & BritRall poser.* F..t and
hMphrl arevIc
Arnifficon Youth
Hostel. 408,288 0670

leiiin copy 1 Willow Glen arm
Phone Marone lawn Rpm)., 206
9448

SUENVENTURA TRVE1

BETTER grades troth better papers
Help with grammar editing Expert
In tech &Meets styl manual.,?
graphs
cluding APAS chart.
ISM word processing Los Gem
7
South SJ
Coll 978 7330

NEED

typed,

models.. Student Rem Avail
M1414081294 2974

(double
Mee.
Er...once,
Firm dMii *forego Casette tran
*MAIM meltable Near Almaden
& Sranhorn Ln
Gmr
Expery
te.ed quick return on all papers
Phorm 264 4504

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and 01
den. can rely on er Lire.
10016 production ol returnee r
Kurt.. mows publiceovins num.
scripts conespondonc etc Will
el
in
grarnmerspeeng purn
wean For prompt
7 der ra

WORD
PROCESSING
"CONANT’.
SERVICE for those. di...notions
term papers resumes etc Top
wail1, foot & occur.la tncluding

Monte leave messme for Pomo.
at 14081275 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

*miry del"
10 yrs sprorlence all typos of pa
polo Clog. to campus 11 blockl
325 0 Wdliam St 10 call 280

e ssistance wnh spoiling & gram
mar Ramonablis rates Call Debbie
/6 9845 ’
Lass than I
minute on.

0105
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt ac
curs. dependable $2610 apes

Eperl typ
Reasonable
your TYPE.

onclud.ng editing

Sarstogo
ores CHI Joan at 741 5880

288 0250

PUT YOUR WORDS in their bed Pe
spent.. Exporioncod profession&
word procossing penes them.
resumes Spanish& in technical

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all your
cooing & word procoming floods
Specializing . tarm papers re
port. manuscripts remarch pa
pore these. loners I066106
gre,hunness personal Gramme
spelling anostanc Comet. Iran
made,.
Guarantee
ertption
mole...nor quelny foot. accurate
end mry competitive retest Call
lot-wed in
P am et 247 2681
Son. Clare neer San inn.. Mon

eremitic
6,01Cte
61 50
8250 page Call Vick. at 281
3058 Flom 8pm IBM area Ask
about client referral discount
RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES
RESUMES RESUME&
ADWORKS

RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES
ADWORKS
ADWORKS

ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
Making your corm, Moenna corm

IO
EXPERIENCED TYPIST Moor,, len,
papers rammer. et, 0,114ate:
Ironic correctable Editing service
$1 50 double
from
amilabM
mace pogo Near Camden II Leigh

truer Call Atfivorks today at 14081
287 6050
SAVE TIME it gra mote out of lifer Let
us help you ,omerch that Moor
tant paper or proKet Resumes for
0010 115 Place your name on our
omploymont march mating lIst
Call 988 6855 Data Pro

Call 371 5933 ma.
GET THE GRADES your hard work de
serves For your typing eltn9 &
when you
composition needs
went it type right cell WRITE
.7 YPE 14081 972 9430 Ask for

coming limumm ’Mims dissen
lions proposals manuscript, busi
n plans roper.. linters labels
neivolotters technical &mist Call
Ruth at 723 3043
TYPING DONE INN? HOME Reason.
Me rates Call Poini at 246 5633
and Nem rnessage
TYPING SERVICE. Profeanonal word
procaming them. repon SPa
mot ttttt too SJSU students lac
My Resumes, mail lists 14061
077.5293 or 14151 493 2200
on 2136 rweekdriml
yPING SERV Shnients instructors
Foe
to, urn.
rem rates 14151
138 1876 Sunnyvale
TYPING

TERM PAPERS. THESES,
buten..
corresmndence,
to
somas application. etc 20 years

zpenence
Jot.
complete
muddy Sadler Sa,.ta,iaI Servic
269 86 II
WORD PROCESSING

Student papers

borne. corramondenre Willow
Glen area 1.11 Ilse at 257 5247
WORD PROCESSING
ItOpg , ,,,,,

stud., ’mons

!h... 4 di.
mrtation. Alto mail lists non
o ctoroon, work rmetrove letters
PC /Went opplication minium

San Jose arm !nye .1 204 1029
Cup MV Scat... Andrea 996
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES R.
Pont, maim. mourn.. Ione.
mailing lists Call B & B Offic
Rea
Sevices
1408/973 8870
sonebite rates
WORD PROCESSING. Comptes env
ice student Pape. M.. Milfu
ta. ems col Mind at 262 2201
YOU GET THE AST RESULTS’ Guaiifir
WP. convoniont location discount
ree. Cell 415 940 1682
YOU 11 GET THE BEST RESULTS, Clual
Hy WO. convenient location dis
rount rate. 419 940 1882

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Protessioner
typing and bus... memo. Rem
enable rate. Call 14001 259

Bebe. Rateg by the pep hour
or Job

9368

LET A PROFESSIONAL type your term
popes room..
cover I110/
C111106 wo. and ...noble rotas
Willow GMn arm
disk storage

papers

ALTERNATIVES Won1 pro
cesong/Irmsctiption/typing
24
Sour sew.. 76911 week Ifick

day./wk

at

TERM

OFFICE

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL typ
ingiword procossiog $1 501.9.

DOWNTOWN LOCATION
mil* Inn SJSU Last
nip work welcome’
ing/ word processing
rates Try me I rr List

YOUR

Cluslity work. competitive rates
Seremtion guarantee:I Call Toni
at 408.259 0382

SUNNYVALE
VALE CO
MARCIE
word processong typing Prompt
neat ecur.. All forme. inclini

292 6807 free

Mg
SPA
Work
guratantsert
11 50/poga Idouble mated p.
8835
typi.1 Call 720

NEED FAST ACCURATE TYPING, De
tied on me for spert word p o
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It 60 ds
spelling ei gramme
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Print Your Ad Here
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R06006 CI San Jom 95123
I CAN HELP YOU if you mood herr keep
Ina budget I can set up budget
for you 6 keep trek of expend
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chek books
other financial **rakes For more
Information cell Alen al 978
3648
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY
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min, FREE Practice I. Ilotlrad io
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Ad Rates
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Me. John Paulson Photography
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gialleyscope’
sales skyrocket

Catch a falling star

NEW YORK AP ) - When Clement Clark Moore wrote about Dasher
and Dancer. Comet and Blitzen,
Comet was a reindeer, not a celestial
fireball with a glowing halo and a
tail.
But this Christmas, who knows?
Both may be visible.
Santa Claus and his reindeer are
expected to share the sky this holiday
season with Halley’s comet, which is
making a return visit after 76 years.
To help sky watchers differentiate between Rudolph and Halley’s
comet, entrepreneurs are busily promoting telescopes and binoculars as
the Christmas gift of 1985.
Officials at Jason Empire, Inc.. a
Kansas City based distributor of tele-

scopes and binoculars, say that retailers had bought out the firm’s inventory
Chaser"
of
"Comet
telescopes last spring.
Burt Rubin, an entrepreneur
whose chief claim to fame is the invention of E -Z Wider cigarette papers in 1971, checked into the telescope market in 1980 and has since
sold thousands of "Halleyscopes."
He predicts he will sell thousands
more, even with such competitors as
"Comet Chaser," "Comet Seeker,"
"Comet Catcher" and "Cometron."
Halley’s comet should be visible
in December and part of January before the sun blocks the view. It will
emerge again from behind the sun in
mid-March. reaching its closest point
to the Earth on April II.

On -Campus
Newspaper Carriers
Needed....
Ken P Ruinard
Austrian crystal ornaments draw freshmen Angela Bonilla, left, and COnSepeion Martinez for a closer look in the

Daily stall photographer

Student Union on Monday. Diamonds may be a girl’s best
friend hut these jewels for sale are affordable.

Christmas books offer travel, art and biography
Since
NEW YORK (AP)
there’s no place like home for the holidays, Christmas celebrants with a
desire to travel can do so while sitting
in their armchairs.
The publishing industry has
turned out a wide variety of books for
the Christmas season, hoping to attract all tastes and temperaments.This outpouring includes several travel books.
Railroad buffs can give themselves or a friend a treat by going to
the local bookstore and picking up a
copy of Paul Theroux’s "The Imperial Way" (Houghton Mifflin). It’s
subtitled "By Rail From Peshawar to
Chittagong" and tells of Theroux’s
train trip froni Pakistan through
India There are many photographs
by Steve McCurry.

Another exotic trip is recounted
by William Golding, the Nobel Prizewinning author, in "An Egyptian
Journal" (Faber & Faber). It’s a
day-to-day account of the journey
Golding made through Egypt in 1983.
Readers who prefer fiction have
plenty of novels to choose from.
There’s the best-selling "Lake
Wobegon Days" (Viking) in which
humorist Garrison Keillor tells the
past and present history of the Minnesota town that was "omitted from
the map due to the incompetence of
surveyors."
Other novels from the best-seller
list: "Lucky" (Simon & Schuster) by
Jackie Collins; "Skeleton Crew"
(Putnam) by Stephen King, "The
Cider House Rules" (Morrow) by
John Irving, and "After the Reunion"

(Delacorte) by Rona Jaffe.
Mystery fans might get a kick out
of two titles written by the children of
former presidents. One is "Murder at
the FBI" (Arbor House) by Margaret
Truman. The other is "The Hyde
Park Murder" 1St. Martin’s) by Elliott Roosevelt.
Those who prefer biographies
have plenty to browse through.
There’s "Yeager" (Bantam) by Gen.
Chuck Yeager and Leo Janos; "Iacocca" (Bantam) by Lee Iacocca
with William Novak; "The Mick"
(Doubleday) by Mickey Mantle with
Herb Gluck; "The House of Milford:
Portrait of a Family" ( Viking) by

Jonathan Guinness, and "Strind
berg" (Random House) by Michael
Mayer.
Among the art books available
are: "Giacometti" (Farrar, Straus &
Giroux) by James Lord; "Maya:
Treasures of an Ancient Civilization"
(Abrams) by Flora S. Clancy et al:
"Gongora" (Braziller) by Pablo Picasso, and "F. Leger" (Crown) by
Gaston Diehl.
Among the photo book offerings:
"Carl Mydans, Photojournalist"
(Abrams); and "Robert Cape Photographs" Knopf) edited by Cornell
Capa and Richard Whelan.

Part-time student assistant positions are now
available to deliver the Spartan Daily for the
remainder of the Fall semester and Spring semester,
1986.
We are now accepting applications, for the
following positions:

MON., WED., FRI. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
TUES., THURS. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
a.m.
MON., FRI. 7:30-9:30
THURSDAYS ONLY 10 a.m.-12 noon
These postions pay $5.00 per hour. For more
information, call 277-3171 or stop by the Daily
Offices at Dwight Bentel Hall, 2nd Floor, Room 208.
.
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Water Cooled Specials
1 5 % Student Discount
on all remanufactured
engines in stock

DATSUN/TOYOTA/HONDA/VOLKSWAGEN
V.W. Bug Engines
$495.00 with FREE
Clutch Disc
Installation
Special $99.00

Machine Work
Parts
Accessories
10% OFF
Exp. Jan. 1986

295-2270
434 Seymour St
off Coleman Ave

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, nowhite, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results uninistakablu’.’
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable lor convenience
and privacy?

CHARGE
OF YOUR FUTURE.
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

